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Analyse rekurrenter Hospitalisierungen und Tod: von zusammengesetzten Endpunkten
zu Mehrstadienmodellen
Many cardiovascular diseases as heart failure or artrial fibrillation are characterized by
recurrent non-fatal events (hospital admissions) and delayed death. There is an ongoing
debate to reflect this in the primary endpoint of clinical trials by moving from the commonly
applied time-to-first-combined-endpoint to models that also consider recurrent hospital
admissions [1].
In this talk it will first be investigated how recurrent events affect the power of a study using
examples from cardiovascular research. It will be shown, that usually the power of a study
increases by including recurrent events into the analysis, but that also the opposite can be
true. For a deeper understanding of these results, the connection between time-to-composite-endpoint-models and multistate models for recurrent hospitalizations and competing
death will be illustrated. Multistate modeling allows for a potentially more adequate
interpretation of risk factors or treatment effects, but raises multiplicity issues. Sequentially
rejective test procedures have been proposed to simultaneously test hypotheses on
composite and single endpoints [2]. It will be demonstrated that these test procedures are
also useful to address multiplicity within multistate modeling with potential improvements
by using logical dependencies.
Simulation studies will show that combined-endpoint models that do not require multiplicity
adjustments are superior with respect to power only if treatment similarly affects all
endpoints. For more realistic situations as observed in large clinical trials on systolic heart
failure a multistate approach with multiplicity correction increases power and allows a more
thorough interpretation of results.
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